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An important step in the synthesis procedure for realizing a 
normal fuDdamental mode asynchronous sequential circuit is the in-
ternal state assignment. Although systematic methods have been 
developed to construct minimum-transition-time state assignments, 
ii 
they become long and tedious with hand methods for machines with more 
than 7 or 8 internal states. To extend the application of these 
algorithms to larger problems, this paper presents an efficient digital 
computer program for generating minimum-varible state assignments. An 
alternate program is also presented which, though shorter, does not 
guarantee a minimuTil-variable assignment. 
iii 
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Sequential switching circuits are normally categorized as being 
either synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous circuits, clock 
pulses synchronize the operations of the circuits while in asynchronous 
circuits it is usually assumed that no suc:h clocking is available. A 
desirable feature of asynchronous design is that the resulting circuit 
may take full advantage of basic device speed since the circuit does 
not have to wait for the arrival of clock pulses before effecting a 
transition. This paper is concerned with the design of async.hronm.:s 
sequential switching circuits. 
The operation of an asynchronous sequer.tial circu:i t is comnwnly 
described by listing tlte terminal characteristics in the form of a 
flow table1 • An example appears in Figure 1. 
Il I2 !3 
1 Q)/1 2 4 
2 3 011 @/1 
3 (j);z 4 2 
4 1 (j)/2 (0/1 
Figure 1. Flow table for an asynchronous 
sequential circuit. 
Each column of the flo\v table represents an input s t3 t<~, co.ch row 
represents en internal state, and the table entries specify the next 
jnternal state and output state. If t~1e ne . .;:t internal state entry is 
2 
equal to the present internal state, the state is said to be stable and 
is denoted as such by a circled entry. Uncircled entries are called 
unstable. For example, in Figure 1, i.f the circuit is presently stable 
~n internal state 2 with input 12 , the output is in output state 1. A 
change in input from 12 to 11 will cause the circuit to enter unstable 
state 3. This will be followed by a change in internal state from 
state 2 to state 3 with a n2w output state 2. The circuit is now 
stable and the internal state will undergo no further changes until 
there is another change in input. 
A sequential circuit is said to be operating in fundamental mode 
if the inputs are never changed unless the circuit is stable inte:cnally. 
Further, if each input change causes at most one internal state change, 
the circuit is called a normal fundamental mode sequential circuit. A 
flow table is a normal fundamental modP. flow table if it can be re-
alized by a normal fundamental mode sequ0ntial c:i.rcuit. This papec 
considers only such flow tables. 
An important step in the synthesis of asynchronous sequential 
rnachines is the binary coding of the internal states. A race condition 
exists if t\vo or more internal state variables c?.re excited sinmltaneou.;;--
ly. If the resulting state is independent of the order in \\Thich the 
variables ch~nge, the race is noncritical, otherwise it :is called crit-
i.cal. To insure that an asynchronous sequential circuit will function 
according to the flow table specifications, independent of variations 
in transniission delays of signals within the circuit, one normally 
codes the internal states in such a fashion as to avoid critical races. 
The assignment problem v.ras recognized by Huffman in his original 
3 
paper1 which has become the foundation for more recent studies in 
asynchronous sequential circuit design and analysis. Subsequently, 
HuffmaD presented an algorithm2 that treated the problem by restricting 
the assigrnnent of state variables so that no state transitions involve 
critical races. This generalized assignment procedure will code a 
n 2 -rm·l flov.' table with a maximum of 2n-l internal state variables. 
These ass:ignments, hm..rever, do not require the simultaneous excj_tation 
of all internal state variables that are to change in one internal 
state change and are, therefore, not minimum-transition-time assign-
ments. Another Huffman algorithm does generate minimum-transition-ti111e 
assignments but requires 2n-1 internal state variables for a 2n-row 
table. These algorithms provide more than one internal state for a row 
of the flow table. 
Liu3 has developed an assignment algorithm, one internal state to 
a rmv, which considers each coltmm of a flow table separately, assigns 
a sufficient number of variables to prevent critical races in each col-
umn, and combines the individual column assignments. This noncritical-
race assignment is dependent on the structure of the flow table consirl-
ered and will frequently require fe'..rer internal state vad ables than 
Huffman's. In addition, more than one internal state variable may be 
excited to change with the result that these assignments are minit~<ura-
transition~time assignments. 
Tracey 4 has extended Liu' s approach to obtain an algori t~un produc-
ing minimum-variable noncritical-race assignments. Instead of coding 
each column of the £low table independently, Tracf-~Y' s algorithm consid-
ers tl1e requirements of all columns simultaneously. This approsch 
achieves a 11 assignment \vi th the fe:.res t possible variables which is 
4 
also minimum-transi tion-··time. 
The Tracey algorithws were selected for computer implementation 
primarily for two reasons. First, the algorithms generate minirnwn-
transition-time assignments. The assignments are also minimum-variable 
(or ncar minimum-variable in the case of the second algorithm of this 
paper) which are of interest to the circuit designer. Secondly, the 
task of representing the information in the computer is greatly simpli-
fied by Tracey's application of partition theory. 
Although Tracey developed several algorithms, the procedures be-
come long and tedious \vith hand methods when applied to flow tables of 
more than 7 or 8 rmvs. To extend the assignment algorithms to a large:r 
class of problems, this paper presents two digital computer programs 
for generating intern::.l state assignme:1ts. The first will gener.::cte 
minimum-variable minimum-transition-time assignments based on the 
method of Tracey. The second program is an alternate approach which, 
thoc.gh much shorter, does not guarantee the ninimum-variable assignment. 
It is also significant to note that these algorithms result in the 
assign~ent of a single code to each row of the flnw table. If one or 
more variables are unspecified in the code for a row of the table, other 
methods are enployed to determine which value should be assigned in 
terms of the simplest circuit realization. 
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II. A PROGlW1 GENERATING MINHHn-1-VARIABLE 
INTERNAL STATE ASSIGN11ENTS 
Development of an efficient computer program logically begins with 
a consideration of the programming language to be employed. Two signif-
icant requirements for the language were that it be machine-independent 
and~ further, fully documented. The choices of the writer were restrict--
ed to languages implemented on the IBH 360/40 computer system, FORTRAN 
IV, PL/1, COBOL, and 360/lfO Assembler Language. Although the PL/1 pro-· 
gramudng language is new (available only a year) and relatively untried 
locally, it was cl1osen for several reasons: it is machine-independent 
and fully documented; the state assignment algorithm being considered 
here implies many applications of binary notation, for which PL/1 pro·-
vides simple representation, efficient storage, and adequate manipula-
tions; PL/1 bit strings and generic string functions prove c~nvenient 
for compact representation and expressi.on of information and operations 
encountered in the algorithm; and the unrestrictive format and control 
over storage allocatjon can be used to advantage. These capabilH:ies 
of the language, efficiency of data representation and manipulation, 
will be exploited throu~1out the programs. 
A. '!'he Nini.mum··Variable Assignment Algorithm 
The minimum-variable internal state assignment algorithm is based 
on partition th2ory as applied to transitions in a flmv table. The 
follmdng d2fi.nitions and theorem illustrate this application of parti-
tion theory. 
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Definition 1: A partition non a set S is a collection of subsets 
of S such that their pairwise intersection is the null set. The dis-
joint subsets are called the blocks of n. 
Definition 2: Let @i, S J be a transition in a column of a flow 
table and let Sk be a stable state in the same column having no corres-
ponding unstnble entries. Then a two-block partition of the form {s1 
S j; sJ is defined. If ~m' sJ is a transition in the same column as 
~i' s~,a two block partition of the form fs:g_ ; SS } is defined. l'~ J m n 
The parti_tion list for the flow table comprises all part.it:i.ons of the 
forms r~:; Sk.} and (-S. S.; S S ( from each column. The parti-
.... ~ J r~ J m nJ 
tion list must also include partitions of the form{ Sp; sq}' pI q, if 
S and S have not previously been partitioned. p q 
Consider the following internal state assignment and the corres-
pending •/-partitions. The letters designating the internal states are 
introduced for clarity. 
y 1 y2 y3 
--------
a 0 0 0 /1 = t~ 'b' d; c' ~} 
b 0 0 0 
c 1 1 1 ;2 = {a,b,e;~d} 
d 0 1 0 
e 1 0 1 I = 3 
(- ] la,d;b,c,e 
Variable is sa.id to induce partition '/1 since all of the elements in v 
J 1 
the same block in i, are coded with the same value of y1 • 
J. 
7 
Two codes arc called symmetric if the pairwise distance between 
elements remain the same. Due to permutation and complementation each 
set of y-variables actually represents a class of symmetric ~odes. 
Thus, essentially different assignments will mean assignments different 
~lithin coraple1nentation or permutation of the internal state variables. 
Definition 3: The two-block partitions 7J., 12, ... , 7 p induced 
by the internal state variables y 1 , y 2 , .•. , yp in a minimu!'t-transition-
time assigtL~ent are called the set of 7-partitions. 
The algoritlD1 to be described is based on the determj_nation of a 
set of y-variables thc.t must satisfy the following theore:m, due to 
Tracey, which is s tatcd 'tvi thout proof. 
Theorem: A row assignment allotting one y-state per row can be 
used for synthesis of normal fundamental mode sequential circuits Y.Titb--
out critical races if, and only if, for every transition ~i' s] 
a) if ~m' sJ is another transition in the same colurrn, then at 
least one y-variable partitions the pair rs., sl and pair 
L 1 1J 
Is S I into separate blocks and 
L_m' !]-J 
b) if Sk is a stable state having no tran~:ition in the san:e column, 
the:t at least one y-variable partitions the pair ~i' S~ and 
the state S. into separate blocks and 
K 
c) fori I j, S. and S. are in separate blocks in at l~ast one 
1 J 
y-variable partition. 
A set of /-partitions n'ust be found such tlnt the y-variables •.v-hich 
indue·.:- the T-partitions sc:,tis fy the theo:-eTll. The programmed algot i thm, 
a modification of Tracey's Assignment Method #1, is a systematic method 
8 
for determining the smallest set of 7~-partitions from the partition 
list. Machine A (Figure 2) will be used to illustrate and explain the 
procedure. Again, letters are introduced to designate the rows of the 
flmv table. 
11 12 13 14 
a - 1 Q) 3 4 3 
b - 2 1 6 3 Q) 
c - 3 6 000) 
d - 4 C0CD 2 
e - 5 1 4 3 0) 
f - 6 ®® 5 
Figure 2. Machine A. 
The partition list for Machine A is generated as follows: 
1Tl = f a,b; ~:£} 1T6 = {b,c; ;-,d} 
1T2 = fa,e; c:1} 1T7 = [c,e; a,ci} 
113 = {a,c; d,e} 1T8 = {b,d; a,c} 
7T4 = 
(-1 a, c; b,"£} 1T9 = {b,d; e,f} 
TIS = {d";;; b,f} nlo= {a,~; ;:t} 
As implied by the theorem, the unspecified entries in the flow table 
are ignored during the construction of the partition list. 
The partition list is now converted to a Boolean matrix shown in 
Figure 3. 
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a b c d e f 
1 ab cf 0 0 1 1 
2 ae cf 0 - 1 - 0 1 
3 ac de 0 - 0 1 1 -
4 ac bf 0 1 0 -
- 1 
5 de bf 
- 1 - 0 0 1 
6 be ad 1 0 0 1 
7 ce ad 1 - 0 1 0 -
8 bd ac 1 0 1 0 
9 bd ef 
- 0 - 0 1 1 
10 ac ef 0 - 0 - 1 1 
Figure 3. Boolean matrix for Machine A. 
In Figure 3, the internal states identify the columns of the ma-
trix and the two block partitions from the partition list identify the 
rows. For convenience the rows are also numbered accord1ng to t!tcir 
respective rr subscript. Eac.h row consists of a binary code of the 
blocks of the respective two-block rr-partition. Arbitrarily, elements 
of the first block are coded with a 0 and the elements of the second 
block with a 1. The remaining elements are unspecifi.ed (-). Since, 
by the theorem, the blocks of each partition of the partition list must 
appear in separate blocks cf the /-partitions induced by the y-variables 
of a critical-race free assignment, it is necessary to determine the 
equivalent relations in terms of the rows of the Boolean matrix. The 
required relation is given in Definition 4. 
Definition 4: Row Ri is sai.d to cover row Rj if and only if Ri 
agrees with Rj wherever Rj is specified,or the complement of Ri 
10 
(designated Ri) agrees with Rj wherever Rj is specified. 
If the blocks of partition ni appear in separate blocks of partition 
1j it is sufficient that the Boolean matrix row representing partition 
7j cov~r that of partition n .. 
1 
So at this point the problem has been transformed into one of 
finding a reduced Boolean matrix to cover the matrix derived from the 
partition list. The rows of the reduced matrix are then interpreted as 
a set of cod~d {~partitions. Further, a minimum-variable internal state 
assignment corresponds to a minimum-row matrix that covers the partition 
list matrix. 
The method of reducing the matrix depends on the intersection of 
rows of the partition list matrix. 
Definition 5: Two rows of a Boolean matrix, R. and R., have an 
1 J 
intersection if and only if Ri and Rj agree wherever both Riand Rj are 
specified. The intersection is a row which agrees with both R. and R. 1 J 
wherever either is specified and has optional entries else•,rhere. 
It is convenient to designate the intersecting rows and not actually 
show the intersection, hence definition 6. 
Definition 6: If a set of rows, R., R., ... , R, have an inter-1 J p 
section, they are called intersectable and designated as such by (i,j, 
• • • ' p) • The complement of row R. is designated R .• 1 1 If R., R., l. J 
R are intersectable, the designation is (i,j, ... , p). 
p 
. .. , 
Definition 7: An intersectable may be enlarged by adding an ele-
ment q if and only if q has an intersection with every member of the 
11 
interse<.:table set. An intersectable which cannot be added to is called 
a max~~al intersectable. 
The first step in the reduction of the matrix is the determination 
of all pairwise intersectables. For each pair of rows, R. and R., the 
1. J 
intersectability of R. and R. and R. and R. must be checked since the 
1. J 1. J 
coding of the n-partitions was arbitrary in the writing of the matrix. 
For this reason the two rows may intersect any one of four ways. 
R. with R. 
1. J 
R. with R. 
1. J 
R. with R. 
1. J 
R. with R. 
1. J 
Clearly, if the pairs R.' R. and R.' R. 1. J 1. J are examined, the puirs 
R., R. and R., R. need not be. 
1. .] 1. J 
The next step consists of determining the maximal intersectables 
and is presented in detail in the next section. The final step of 
selecting the minimum number of maximal intersectabl~s and constructing 
the assignment will be presented in a later section. A brief flo-.; chc;rt 
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B. A Routine for Generating Max1.mal Intersectables 
The routine employed to generate the maximal intersectablcs diffE·rs 
from that used by Tracey but was chosen for progrannning considerations. 
5 The basic method is due to Paull and Unger who analyzed the essential 
coneepts in connection "t-Jith minimizing the number of states in incom-
pletely specified flmv tables. The procedure vlill be described and 
illust:rated for Hachin2 A and then the programming considerations \vill 
be discussed. Before the method is applied, the matrix of Machine A 
will be modified as follows. Column a (see Figure 3) is set to all O's, 
where specified, by complementing rmvs 6, 7, and 8. The modified matrix 
is shown in Figure 5. The rows with specified entries 1n cohmm a (now 
all specified 0) are not permitted to appear con~plemented in the rest 
of the procedure. So, only rows 5 and 9 will appear \lith their comple-
ments. This modification is described in detail later. 
a b c d e f 
1 0 0 1 - 1 
2 0 - 1 - 0 1 
3 0 -- 0 1 1 -
4 0 1 0 -- - 1 
5 - 1 - 0 0 1 
6 0 1 1 0 
7 0 - 1 0 1 -
8 0 1 0 1 
9 0 - 0 1 1 
10 0 - 0 - 1 1 
Figur~ 5. Tl:e Hod::i.ficd ~atri x of E&ch1 ne A. 
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To begin, all rous are assumed to be intersectable and are placed 
in the initial intersectable. The matrix is then searched for noninter-
sectable pairs. These pairs are used to decompose the intersectables 
until only the maximal intersectables remain. The complete algorithm 
will now be stated with attention to each step given later. 
1) The initial intersectable contains the designation of all rows 
of the matrix and certain complemented rows. 
Beginning with the row designated by the first element of the initial 
intersectable) the following steps are executed: 
2) The painvise intersectability of the rmv under consideration, 
R., with the rows designated by all follmv·ing elements of the 
1 
initial intersectable is determined. 
3) Each intersectable of the intersectable list is examined in 
4) 
turn. If the designation of R. appears, step (4) is executed. 
J. 
If a rmv is designated with which R. has no intersection then 
1 
two new intersectables are formed. One is formed by deleting 
R. from the original intersectable of (3). The other inter--
1 
sectable contains R. and all elements of the original inter-
1 
sectable which intersect with R .. Return to step (3). 
1 
5) On completion of step (3), step (2) is again entered with 
i = i + 1. Only the maximal intersectables remain after step 
(3) is executed for the last element of the initial intersect-
able. 
For each ne1.;r intersectable generated, the possibility exists that 
it may b2 redundant, i.e., the new one m2.y duplicate one c>lready gen-
14 
crated or may designate an intersection which is already specified in 
a larger existing intersectable. Note also that an intersectable of 
the form (i, j) designates the same combination of ro\vs, within comple-
mentation, as (i, j) and is redundant if an intcrsectable exists of the 
form ( •.• i j ... ) or ( ••• i j ... ). Redundant intersectables appear fre-
quently and must be eliminated to conserve storage space in the computer •. 
For this reason a redundancy check is performed before each execution of 
step (5) of the generating routine. 
Figure 6 illustrates the procedure for generating the maximal in-
tersectables of Machine A. For compactness, a short notation for pair-
wise intersectables was employed. If, for example, row 1 is pairwise 
intersectable with rows 2, 7, and 9, the notation is 1-2,7,9. Nev:r 
intersectables are added on the end of the list; interscctables which 
are decomposed in the next iteration are underscored; redundant inter-
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l1) Hc>ximal Intersectables: 
Intersectah1e List 
~~~.9,1Q)_ (1,7,9) (2,5,6) 
(!,2) Q-~ (3,4,8,10) (4,5) 
!.21 (3,5) 
(72...~--~~Qj_ (1,7,9) (~,5,6) (1,2) 
(3,4,8,10) (4,5) (3,5) (6,7) 
(8,9,9,10) __ (1,7,9) (2,~,6) (1,2) 
(3,4,8,10) (4,5) (3,5) (6,7) 
p-;tf) 
(9,9,10) (1,7,9) (2,5,6) (1,2) 
(3,4,8,10) C4,5) o,s) (6,7) 
(8,9,10) 
(~~Ql (1,7,9) (2,5,6)_(1,2) 
(3,4,8,10) (4,5) (3,5) (6,7) 
_(_8,9,10) (9,10) 
~ (1,7,9) (2,5,6) (1,2) 
( 3 ' lf ' 8 ' 1 0) ( 4 ' 5 ) ( 3 ' 5) ( 6 ' 7) 
{)3-,ro) (9 ,10) (9) (8, 9) 
(1,7,9) (2,5,6) (1,2) (3,4,8,10) 
C4,s) (3,5) (6,7) C9)1o) (8,9) 




Dur:i.ng the development of the computer program, much emphasis 
was placed on using the most efficient data representation and compu-
tational procedures. The first consideration of efficiency of compu-
tation was made in the construction of the initial intersectablc. The 
simplest method would have been to include all rows and their comple-
ments with an iteration through the routine required for each element. 
However, this would have required unnecessary iterations through the 
routine. Consider two rows which are nonintersectable: 
row i: 0 0 1 
row j: 1- 0 1 
Such rmvs are nonintersectable even if one or both are complemented. 
No\'1 consider three rows: 
row k: 0 1 0 
row 1: - 0 1 0 
row m: 0 1 -1 
Ro-v1s k and 1 are intersectable as are rows 1 and m. This indicates 
that rO\\T 1 must be considered with its complement. These examples dem-
onstrate the basis for reducing the number of complements which must b.:~ 
considered. For any column of the matrix only those rovlS which are un-
classified need be considered both uncomplemented and complemented. The 
rows having specified entries can be considered either as they appear 
or complemented, and not both, without precluding any pairwise inter-
sectables. Obviously, selecting the column with the most specified 
entries will eliminate the r.1ost rows from being considered with comple-
ments. In the example for Hachine A only two rmvs appear complemented 
out of ter! possible when column a is selected. 
17 
This concept may be implemented in two ways. One method is to 
consider some rmvs of the selected column as they appear and only the 
complements of the rows which have the opposite binary entry in the 
column. Of course, both representations of rows with unspecified 
entries are required. This allows all possible pairwise intersectables 
and also the minimum number of elements for consideration. The other 
method is used in the program, namely, that of complementing the nee-
essary rows so that all specified entries agree for the chosen column. 
This does not affect the problem solution since the blocks of the par-
tition are maintained under complementation. This method is easier to 
implement since all rows ar~ used as they then appear and complements are 
only required for rmvs that are unspecified in the selected column. 
An indicator string is generated to provide the necessary infer-
mation concerning which rows appear with complements. A frequently 
used data representation is employed. This is the PL/1 bit string data 
form in which a bit is a binary 0 or 1. The indicator string, for in-
stance is represented by a string containing a bit for each row of the 
matrix, the bit being a 1 if the compleme.nt of the corresponding rmv is 
to be considered and a 0 otherwise. The string for Machi~e A, based 
on col<;mn a <N"ith rows 5 and 9 unspecified, is 000•}100010. 
The maximal intersectable routine accepts as input data the Boolean 
matrix representing the partition list for the machine considered (and 
the i~dicator string already described). The format of the Bool~an rna-
trix is especially suited for representation as bit strings. Because 
the entries of the matrix may be three possible characters (0, 1, -), 
it is nec,=ssary to use two bits to represent each entry. The represen-
tation used was specified in a routine, written by Smith6 , which gen-
' 
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erates the partition list. Each row of the matrix is represented by 
a string contc:..ining twice as mnny bits as columns of the matrix. The 
first half of the string, the 1-nask, contains O's except in the posi-
tions corresponding to 1 entril':: ; r1 the matrix. Similarly, the second 
half of the string, the 0-mask, .tains l's except in positions corres-
ponding to 0 entries in the mat:: This representation allows a bit-
per-bit representation of the d~>LJ in the computer memory. Any other 
data form would require at least 8 bits of memory for a single entry. 
Other mask conventions could be used. Hm.;rever, the one employed 
here offers simple construction of the strings and serves as a conven-
ient test function. Where the two masks for a row agree they indicate 
a specified entry and, further, the bit value is the entry itself. By 
default, unspecified matrix entries are represented by different entries 
in the masks, a 0 in the 1-mask and a 1 in the 0-mask. Consider the 
representation for the modified matrix (Figure 5) of Machine A as sho\·m 
in Figure 7. 
19 
a b c d e f 1-mask 0-mask 
--------
1 ab cf 0 0 1 1 001001 001111 
2 ae cf 0 - 1 - 0 1 001001 011101 
3 ac de 0 - 0 1 1 - 000110 010111 
4 ac bf 0 1 0 -
- 1 010001 010111 
5 de b£ 
- 1 - 0 0 1 010001 111001 
6 be ad 0 1 1 0 011000 011011 
7 ce ad 0 - 1 0 1 - 001010 011011 
8 bd ac 0 1 0 1 010100 010111 
9 bd ef 
- 0 - 0 1 1 000011 101011 
10 ac ef 0 - 0 - 1 1 000011 010111 
Figure 7. Computer representation for the matrix of 
Machine A. 
The utility of the bit string data form is dependent on efficient 
functions for manipulation. Determination of the pairwise intersect-
ables for the computer representation of the rows of the matrix affords 
an excellent example of the application of the PL/1 generic string 
function, the BOOL function. This function is specified by the pro-
grammer to operate on two bit strings as operands to yield a bit string 
resulting from bit-by-bit comparison of the two strings. Consider the 
require~ents of row intersection in the matrix. Intersection occurs 
when the two rows agree where both are specified. This condition can 
be easily determined by examining the 1-mask of one row and the 0-mask 
of the other £or conflicting significant entries. 
The 300L function is specified to result in a 1 in the bit position 
corresponning to a 1 in the operand representing a 1-mask and a 0 in the 
0-mask operand, and a 0 otherwise. If there are one or more 1' s in the 
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resulting string the pair is noninterscctable. This operation is dem-
onstrated for rows 3 and 5 of Machine A. 
row 3: 0 - 0 1 1 - 000110 010111 
row 5: - 1 - 0 0 1 010001 111001 
000110 (1-mask of 3) and 010111 (0-mask of 3) 
111001 (0-mask of 5) 010001 (1-mask of 5) 
result: 000110 000000 
So rows 3 and 5 are nonintersectable. 
The intcrsectable routine also examines rows and certain rmv 
complements for pairwise intersectability. Row complementation corn•s-
ponds to interchanging the 1-mask and 0-mask and complementing each bit 
position. Consider row 5 and its complement 5. 
1-mask 0-mask 
----
row 5: - 1 - 0 0 1 010001 111001 
row 5: - 0 - 1 1 0 000110 101110 
The intersectability of rows 3 and 5 would then appear thus. 
000110 (1-mask of 3) 010111 (0-mask of 3) 
101110 
----
(0-mask of 5) 000110 (1-mask of 5) 
result: 000000 000000 
So that rmvs 3 and 5 are intersectable. 
The paindse intersectability of a row with all other rows and 
1 d d · t In th1"s way pairwise intersect-camp ements is recor e 1n a vee or. 
ability of rm1 complements is also preserved, for, if Ri intersects 
with R , then R. intersects with R and if R1. intersects with RJ., j 1 j' 
then R. inte~sects with R .• 
1 J 
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Each intersectable is represented as two bit strings each with as 
many bits as there are rows of the input matrix. Then the first n-bit 
string is used to designate the appearance of a row in the intersectable 
(bit i is a 1 only if row i .s.ppears in the inte~sectable) and, similarly, 
the second string signals the appearance of the corresponding row com-
plernent. To initialize the intersectable list it is sufficient to set 
the first string of the initial intersectable to all l's and place the 
indicator string in the second string. 
The program proceeds to examine the intersectable list according 
to the method described. An intersectable is checked for the appearance 
of a row by examining the corresponding bit position and then the proper 
steps take11.. If ne~:v intersectables must be generated, one is formed by 
deleting the rmv being considered from the existing intersectable 
(change the bit from 1 to 0); and the other is formed by checking the 
intersectability of the remaining elements of the intersectable and then 
placi.ng 1' s in the new intersectable for each row that does intersect 
and a 1 for the row being considered. Consider this representation for 
the generation of the new intersectables for row 8 of the example matrix. 
intersectahles computer representation 
after row 7: (8 9 9 10) ••. OOCOOOOlll,OOOOOOOOlO 
now 8 is nonintersectable with 9, but intersectab1e with 9 and 10, so 







(8 9 10) 0000000101,0000000010 
t 
Redundancy checks are performed by checking for correspondence of 
entries of each intersectab1e with all others, including a transposition 
· th lement int~rsection of ':he t"..vo strings for checking one aga1.ns t e comp 
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in the other. 
These are the significant features of the programmed maximal in-
tersectable routine. The utilization of bit string representation has 
minimized the storage requirements and provided an easily manipulated 
data format. Figure 8 is a flow chart of these steps. 
' 
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~· 8 m1 h~ ~, ·m~J Intersect2ble Routine. ~ 1gu1·e • '!.;; .1.'1ax1 . c •. 
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C. Detennining All Minimum-Variable Ass:!.gnments 
The problem of determining a minimum-variable assignment is re-
duced to that of finding a minimal cover for the maximal intersectables. 
This is similar to the covering problem associated with the prime impli-
cant table of the Quine-McCluskey method for the simplification of 
Boolean expressions. The maximal intersectables correspond to the 
prime implicants and the rmvs of the matrix correspond to the terms con-
tained in the prime implicants. The routine developed to solve the 
covering problem here is a branching technique. A requirement of this 
routine is that it generate all possible minimal covers. 
To implement this scheme a maximal intersectable table is con-
structed with the partition numbers heading the columns and the maximal 
intersectables designating the rmV's. This is directly analogous to a 
prime implicant table. The entries in the table are O's and l's, 1 if 
the rm.; heading the column (or its complement) appears in the inter-
sectable indicated, and 0 otherwise. As each intersectable is examined 
to fill the entries in the corresponding rov7 of the table, entries are 
made in an array corresponding to the columns of the table. These en-
tries denote which intersectable is the source of th2 table ent·cy and 
a vector is maintained which counts the entries in each column of the 
array. Figure 9 shows the completed table, array, and vector for the 















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 






2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 
1 2 4 4 2 2 1 4 1 4 
3 3 6 5 5 7 7 9 8 8 
6 9 
Figure 9. Maximal intersectable table and basic 
data for branching. 
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The data in the table and array are then used to construct the 
branches. Borrow·ing from the techniques applied to prime irnpli.cants, 
a scan is made of the vector to find all columns having a single entry 
in the table. The intersectables which give rise to such single marked 
columns are called essential and must be in the final solution. All 
columns of the table containing entries due to these essential inter-
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sectables can be considered covered from nmv on. The nature of the 
problem, only four entries at most in any row of the Boolean matrix 
representing the partitions, almost precludes the appearance of essen-
tial intersectabJes since a row with many don't care (unspecified) 
entries may intersect with many other rows. However, this feature was 
relatively simple to implement and is therefore included in the covering 
routine. The branching process begins~ follo\ving the determination of 
any essential intersectables, starting in the first column of the table 
not already covered by an essential intersectable. 
The first intersectable covering the first column not covered, the 
initial branch point, is chosen as the first path element (follmving 
essential ones), and any other columns covered by it are noted. The 
first intersectable covering the next column not already covered (the 
second branch point) becomes the next path element, and any other col-
umns covered are noted. This branching procedure, choosing the first 
intersectable at each point, continues until all columns of the matrix 
arc covered. The number of intersectables necessary to cover the table 
is recorded as the temporary minimum number required and the intersect--
a'bles become the first cover for the table. 
In the example, no essential intersectables are present so inter-
sectable 1 is chosen to cover column 1, intersectable 2 covers column 
2, intersectable 4 covers column 3, and these three have covered the 
complete table. 
Now ] Path element is removed and alternate covers f0r that the .ast 
1 .~= an1y of the~e 1"ntersectables do not complete the co .umn are chosen. I.... -
covering of the table there is no need to proceed farther along the 
' 
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current branch since a temporary minimum cover has been established 
(three inte1·sectables in the example). In this event the path is dis-
carded and a new path undertaken under the column of the previous 
branch point. An alternate choice is made in that column and the new 
branch extend until a cover is generated or the temporary minimum number 
of intersectables has been chosen. At the completion of all alternate 
choices for a column, a new path is undertaken at the previous branch 
point, thus implementing the required generation of all minimal covers. 
Any paths with fewer than the minimum number of elements that cover the 
\vhole table redefine the temporary minimum necessary for cover. For the 
table given only 9 paths of all 2304 possible are examined: 
124 (results in minimal cover) 








As indicated in th2 paths listed above, redundancy may well occur 
bl fan· path This type of re-as a permutation of the intersecta es o Y • 
d d d as the assl·guments are constructed. un ancy is remove -
d d may occur if redundant partitions are Another kind of re un ancy 
not to the maximal intersectable routine. removed prior - A redundant 
Par tition generated in a different column partition may duplicate a 
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completely or may express only a part of another partition. F'or example, 
if partition {~,b; c, ci} is generated, 
then another { a,b; c,d} is redundant, 
and {a,b; c} is redundant, 
and {a,b; d} is redundant. 
Duplicate partitions will be represented by rows which duplicate 
those of the nonredundant partitions and \vill then appear in exactly the 
same intersectables vri th the nonredundant rows. The latter two parti-
tions will result in rows of the matrix which have fewer specified en-
tries and are, therefore, likely to occur in more intersectables than 
just those containing the nonredundant row. Rows of the matrix corres-
ponding to redundant partitions will also appear heading additional 
columns of the maximal intersectable table. The branchin£ routine \·lill 
then cover these additional columns of the table tvhile constructing 
paths from the intersectables that also cover nonredundant columns. 
Thus, redundant columns are covered if nonredundant columns are covered. 
Further, the minimum cover is unchanged if redundant partitions are not 
removed. 
As an example, consider Machine A vrith a redundant partition dupli-
eating partition 10. If the corresponding matrix row generated is row 
11, then a column 11 is added to the maximal int~rsecta~le table of 
Figure 9. However, row 11 will intersect with all rows intersectable 
with row 10 and, hence, appears with row 10 in maximal intersectables 
4 ~ 8 h h. h column 10 also covers column 11. Sup-an~t • Any pat w 1c covers 
pose on the other hand that the redundant partition 11 had only par-
ti 1] d 1 d · · 10 In this case row 11 would appear in a -Y up icate part1t1on . 
some interscctable(s) other than 4 and 8 as well as in 4 and 8. A cover 
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will result as in the previous case. 
Completion of the branching routine yields all possible minimal 
covers of the table and the corresponding minimum-variable state asaign-
ments. However, these assignments must be constructed from the rov<s 
designated in each maximal intersectable of the cover. Logically OR-ing 
the 1-masks of the designated rows maintains the location of the l's of 
each row and logically AND-ing the 0-masks of the rows designated main-
tains the O's. Designated row complements are similarly combined into 
the assignment by specifying the proper BOOL function. For example, 
consider the following three roFs: 
!..:..mask 0-mask 
rm·l 1: 0 0 1 0 - - 001000,001011 
row 2: 0 - 1 0 1 001010,011011 
row 3: 1 - 0 1 - 0 100100,110110 
To form the code corresponding to intersectable (1,2,3)' 
1-mask 0-mask 
----
row 1: 001000 001011 
row 2: 001010 011011 
----
result: 001010 001011 
row 3: 001001 011011 
final result: 001011 001011 
The same mask convention is used on output of the strings since the 
· rogrammed by Smith6 , for program will be interfaced with a rout1.ne, P 
l.·n terms cf hard\.rare implementation, determining the best assignment, 
from those generated. 
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The assignment constructed for Machine A is as follo~vs: 
(1,7,9) provides 001011.,00101.1. 
{3,4,8,10) provides 010111,01.0111 
(2,5,6) provides 011001,011001 
Therefore 
0 0 0 - a 71 = fa,b-;d; c,e,f} 
0 {;;~; 7 1 1 - b 12 = b ,d, e, fJ 
1 0 1 
- c r3 = {a,d,e; b' c, £} 
0 1 0 - d 
1 1 0 - e 
1 1 1 - f 
This assignment satisfies the partition theorem on page 7. 
Implernentation of this routine was simplified by using bit string 
representation, this time for each rmv of the maximal intersectable 
table. Each string, easily generated by OR-ing the two strings repre-
senting the respective intersectable, is OR-ed with the other strings 
of a branch to indicate the covered columns. When the cover string 
is all l's the table is covered. 
A flmv chart of this branching routine appears in Figure 10. A 
listing of the proeram appears in Appendix 1 with further description 
















_____________ J ______________ , 
j_nd next branch nt ·' 
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Figure 10. The Branching Routine. 
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F'igure 10. The Branchlng RoutJne. 
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D. 'Using the Program 
To use the program it is necessary to generate the string repre-
sentation of the matrix representing the partition list. 
these steps follows: 
A summary of 
1) Form the partition list. 
2) Convert the partition list to a Boolean matrix. 
3) Determine the column of the matrix with the most specified 
entries and set it to 0 by complementing the necessary rows. 
4) Generate the indicator string with l's corresponding to rows 
appearing with their complements. 
5) Convert the matrix into string form. 
The input data must be placed on cards as follm.Js: 
1) A header card containing descriptive data (or all blanks) is 
first. 
2) A card for the matrix size: the number of flm..r table rows 
right-justified in the first 10 columns, the number of parti-
tions right-justified in the next 10 columns (remaining colur:m;:; 
blank). 
3) A card for each rm..r of the matrix with the strings adjacent 
(1-mask first) left-justified on the card and an 8-column r:mv 
designated in the last 8 colurrills of the card. 
4) The indicator string left-justified on the last data card. 
It should be noted that a program has been written by Smith6 which 
:t- • h b Th1's rout1'nD. bas been used in con-urn1s es the data described a ave. ~-
junction with the routines presented in this paper. 
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The size of the problem which can be solved is limited by the 
storage capacity of the computer. It is evident that the size of the 
problem depends on the number of partitions generated, which is a 
function of the number of rows of the flm,r table, the number of columns, 
and the structure of each column. Although it is possible to determine 
the number of partitions generated in each column of the flow table 
given the data described above, the appearance of duplicate partitions 
and the computation required make it impractical to do so. Howe:ver, it 
is desirable to have some kind of upper bound on the numbe1· of partitions 
possible in a flm.;r table of a given number of roHs. Consider, for 
example, a six row flow table from which only four-element partitions 
arise. If all possible partitions were generated (in the necessary 
columns), only 30 would result. In fact, for ann-row flow table, 
n(n-·1) (n-2) (n-3) 18 four-element partitions are possible, while 
n(n--1) (n-2) /2 three element partitions are possible. An eight-row 
t bl ld · of 210 par•·1.'t1.'ons,· a twelve-row table, a .e cou_ generate a max1mum ~ 
1485 partitions; a sixteen-row table, 5460; etc. These fieures demon-
strate a slzyrocketing upper bound which, fortunately, is not attained 
· Several ex·amples w1.'ll illustrate the number of 111 practical tables. 
pa1.·ti tions generated in problems of varying sizes. 
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E. Examples 
Example 1: This problem demonstrates the capability of the 
algorithm for handling redundant partitions and also producing 
many minimur~"t-variable assignments. 
The flow table: 
11 12 13 
a_ 1 0 6 4 
b - 2 3 4 0 
c - 3 00 2 
d- 4 1 ®® 
e- 5 6 00 
f- 6 ®® 5 













. . 9 10 and 11 are reJundant) (Part1t1ons ' ' 
lcments to be considered. Colul.Tln a is used to deterruine comp -
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The results from the computer follow. 
The maximal intersectables: 
1 1]000 00010 1,00000 00000 0 
2 01100 10001 1,00000 00000 0 
3 10001 00010 0,00100 00001 0 
4 00010 01100 0,00000 00000 0 
5 01000 10000 1,00010 00000 0 
6 00001 10100 0,00010 00000 0 
7 00001 01000 0,00100 10001 0 
8 00010 01000 0,00000 10000 0 
9 10001 00110 0,00000 00000 0 
10 00001 01100 0,00000 00000 0 











Minimum cover is 3 intersectables. 
. . ~n abbreviated form of the table 
This computer representat1 on 15 a that thls is a 25 . Note, however, 
as shown in Figure 9, page 
different example than that of Figure 9 ' 
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8 Unique assignments: 



































Example 2: This problem yields many more partitions and maximal 
intersectables than the first problem and requires more than 3 
variables for a 6 rmv flow table. 
The flmv table: 
a - 1 @ 4 CD 5 
b 
- 2 0 5 1 0 
c 
-
3 0 4 6 4 
d 
- 4 2 C0 5 C0 
e 
-
5 3 000 
f 
- 6 1 ®® 2 
















Column d is used to determine complements to be considered. 
The results from the computer follow. 
The niaxi.mal intersectables: 
1 01010 00000 0000,00000 00100 0000 
2 00000 01010 0100,01000 00000 0000 
3 10000 01100 0000,01000 00000 0000 
4 00100 00000 0010,00000 00000 0000 
5 10100 00000 0000,00000 00000 0000 
6 01100 00000 oooo,ooooo 00000 0000 
7 00101 00001 0000,00000 00000 0000 
(Continued) 
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8 00011 11000 0100,00000 00000 0000 
9 10000 01000 0001,00000 00000 0000 
10 00001 01000 0100,00000 00000 0010 
11 00000 11000 0101,00000 00000 0000 
12 10000 00100 1000,00000 00000 0000 
13 00001 00101 1000,00000 00000 0000 
14 00001 01100 0000,00000 00000 0000 
15 00010 10000 0000,00000 00100 0000 
16 00000 10000 0001,00000 00101 0000 
17 00000 00010 0000,00000 00001 0000 
18 00001 00000 1000,00000 00000 0010 
19 00000 00010 1000,00000 00000 0000 
20 00000 00000 0011,00000 00000 0000 






















Hjnimum cover is 5 intersectables. 
Only 10 Unique Assignments Preserved. 

































































III. AN ALTERNATE ALGORITHH 
A second program has been developed which implements an altc 1·nate: 
algorithm for reducing the Boolean matrix representing the partition 
list. The algorithm was developed by Tracey to simplify the reducUon 
of large Boolean matrices. The basic method consists of constructing 
an intersectable that covers a large number of rows, removing the 
covered rows from the matrix, constructing an intersectable that covers 
a large number of the remaining row·s, removing the1,1 from the matrix, 
etc., until all rmvs are covered. The algorithm presents one of :nany 
ways of choosing the intersectables and the program initially irnplC'mc'nts 
that method to compare assignments with the min::.mum-variable procedure. 
Further evaluation of the various intersectable construction methods is 
made on the basis of circuit implementation and is not considered hP.re. 
The basic algorithm will be stated and then illustrated with an 
examplP.. 
1) A column of the Boolean matrix with the largest nurnbL~r of 
2) 
3) 
specified entries is selected and identified with the letter 
A. If several columns have the same largest number of speci-
fied entries, one is arbitrarily seltcted. 
. are complemented so that all Appropriate rows of the matr1x 
entries in the column selected in step 1 agree. 
d the column selected in All rows that are not specified un er 
step 1 are identified with the letter B. 
A the differencP between 
In each column not identified with an ' 
1 f l 's and O's is determined. the num ,er o 
d f thi~ count. a B or C are ignore or ~ 
Rm..rs identified wl th 
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5) The column from step 4 that has the largest difference magni-
tude is identified with an A and set to a 1 or 0, whichever 
had the larger count. If 1 1 severa co umns have the same largest 
difference, one is arbitrarily selected. 
6) Rows not identified with a B or C are examined. If a row does 
not agree with the setting of the column in step 5 it is iden-
tificd with a C. 
7) If a rovl identified with a B is specified under the column of 
step 5, the B is removed and the row is complemented, if nee-
essary, so that it will agree with the column setting. 
8) If all columns are not identified with an A the procedure is 
resumed at step 4, otherwise step 9 is executed. 
9) All rows not identified with a C have an intersection. This 
intersection represents one of the partitions to be uaed in 
the assignment. The intersection is noted, the covered rows 
are removed from the matrix, and all identifiers are removed 
from the remaining matrix. The procedure is resumed for the 
remaining matr·ix at 5 tep 1. The algorithm is ended ,,,he~ there 
are no rows remaining in the matrix. 
To illustrate this algorithm, the matrix of Nachine A (figure 3) 
will. be reduced. The steps of the illustration are numbered to corres-
pond to the steps of the algorithm. 
1) Columns a and c each have eight specified entries. 
Column a 
is selected. 
2) Rows 6,7, and 8 are complemented. (See Figure 5) 
3) Rows 5 and 9 are .identified with a B. 
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4) Counts of l's and O's are d 
rna e for columns b through f. For 
exnmpl e, colemn b has one 0 and three 1' 8 • 
5) Column f has the largest count d ifference and is set to a 1 
and identified with an A. 
6) No rows need to be identified with a c. 
7) The B identification is removed from both ro\vs 5 and 9. 
8) Step 4 is again entered. 
4) Columns b, c, d, e are counted. 
5) Columns b, d, and e have a count difference of 2. Column b is 
arbitrarily selected and set to a 1. 
6) Rows 1 and 9 are identified with a C. 
7) No rows are identified with a B. 
8) Step 4 is again entered. 
The process is continued until all columns are identified with an 
A and step 9 is entered. All rows except 3, 4, 8, and 10 are identified 
with a C. Rows 3, 4, 8,and 10 have an intersection described by?;_= 
fa~; b ,d, e, i} In case of a tie in steps 1 or 5 , the left--most 
column was selected. The covered rows are rerr.oved and the process is 
repeated for the remaining matrix consisting of rmvs 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9. 
The resulting partitions are those appearing in the state assignn~nt 
given pr-eviously for Hachir.e A. 
The purpose of the algorithm i.s to determine an intersection that 
Will cover a maximum or near-maximum number of ro_,s in the partition 
11'st · 1·s constructed by determining, one by ~ matr1x. This intersection ~ 
one. th·.,. so that a maximum number of rows are ~ ""' setting of each column 
covered. 
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The program follows the algorithm as presented with an extension 
for situations wl1ere no difference magnitude ex1"sts. For these cases 
the column setting may be either a 0 or a 1. The program notes each 
decision point and sets the column to a 0 first and proceeds through 
the algorithm. When the table has been reduced, the program resumes 
at the point of the arbitrary choice and makes the column setting a 1. 
In this way all arbitrary choices of the type described are examined 
and the different assignments are constructed. 
The program has provisions for selecting intersectables by other 
rules. These rules are not incorporated in the program described, but 
involve setting the column which causes the fewest rows from being 
eliminated or the column with fe\vest specified entries, etc. These 
rules will be evaluated against the one described in this paper through 
the use of a routine, currently being written, which will select assign-
ments yielding simpler next state expressions. 
The program accepts as input the Boolean matrix representing the 
partition list, without regard for any particular column being set as 
· h S1"nce the matrix is examined column-ln t e other red~ction program. 
Wise in this algorithm the entries are all treated as elements of a 
two-dimensional array rather than as bit strings. The output form.qt 
. sl." nee these assignments ,,-.i] 1 lS the same. as for the previous program 
also be examined by the same routine. 
A listing of the program appears in Appendix 2. The results of 
generated as compared to several examples illustrate the assignments 
those of the minimum-·vc:l.riable program. 
A. Exa.mples. 
Example 3: The same problem as Example 1 on page 36 yields the 
follmdng 3 assignments by the alternate program. 




010110 (Same as Assignment 1, Example 1) 
Assignment 2 has 3 variables: 
011100 
011010 
001011 (Same as Assignment 8, Example 1) 
Assignment 3 has 3 variables: 
011100 
001010 
011011 (Same as Assignment 2, Example 1) 
Example 4: bl as Example 2 on page 38 yiel~s The same pro em 
the follmdng assignments by the alternate program. 






















110001 (Same as Assignment 6, Example 2) 





011100 (Same as Assignment 10, Example 2) 


















This paper has presented a program for generating minimum-variable 
minimum--transition-time internal state assignments for asynchronous 
sequential circuits. This program is intended to substantially reduce 
the work of the circuit designer by generating state assignments for 
problems for which the assignment algorithm becomes long and tedious. 
The program generates all possible minimum-variable assignments so the 
designer may choose the assignment which results in the most advant-
geous hardw&re implementation. 
In addition, a second program is presented which, though not 
guaranteeing a minimum-variable assignment, will generate near-mjnimal 
assignments. This program generates assignments for small flow tables 
much faster than the minimum-variable program and can be applied to 
problems (flow tables) too large for solution by the other program. 
These programs are to be incorporated into an overall design pr~­
gram, currently being written, which will generate the simplest logic 
· · 1 h' f· m the flow table state:.1ent equ~t~ons for a given sequent1a mac 1ne ro 
of the problem. 
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APPENDIX 1 
A listing of the minimum--variable assignment program follows. 
Tlais program is writ ten for an IBM 360/40 computer and run under 
the PL/1 (F level) compiler (Version 2, Release 11). 
MAX 1 :'A !. L : f) P. 'F. f n llr\ F IJ 0 1 Ir 1 \J S ( f.J 1\ T N ) • 1 ,,_ r r: l 1 · l r: r . . 
1 • " ~ , · t , - · f· r l * 1 0 F C .t\. P E ! I r: M~ r q V' ( 8 0 l r. mn ~ ~1L L E r:1, - . 
P IJ ~ .. r ~: l ~ r T { ? ,:, ,_, ' r n ~' r o n L l r: 0 I ... .. l J ' I ' 
R ~llr! 1·10 C H 1\ D ( q) , 
C 11 D f: ( ~:~ , >:< , ~< ) P. I T ( r,1 ) C r; '·l T p !J L l F= n , 
A ~ r If C I ··-~ '\ L F T X~~ f'1 { t, , 1 ) I ~. 1 I T I f\ L ( l () • o l , 
v PI C. f: V ( ::: ) fl I'!"' f.' Y F 1 X r;: ') C C ~! P< n Lt F: "l , 
r L " s ~ f < r) ':' ~ ' > 1 ?. , 2 l e I T ( ~ ~ J c: n "H P r-1 u. r n , 
lF'I(. r-T L T <; T G IT ( r.; l C 0 \lT R 0 L l r f); 
f>. !. l n C t\ T F ~I r· I\ f1 : 
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G ~- T E f) T T ( 1 ~ [I' f1 ) ( .t. ( P 0 ) ) ; P IJT f: fll T ( H ~ t-. D ) ( X ( 2 ) , ". ) : 
FD.FC f!~=t,"l: 
G f T r D I T r ·'·' , "" , o '' 1·11': n 1 r r- ( 1 n > , F ( i -'1 J , x < :, 2 1 , 1\( n 1 J ; 
A L L n c ~- T r r: r '>~ , u ~, :, r:: F L 1 s r ; 
00 l ==1 TtJ ~!; 
1- E T F D I ;· ( r m.: ( I J , P n l-! ~~ n l ( ~ ( 2 -:~ '-!) , X ( 7?.-? ~=\1 l , ~ ( P. ) l ; 
0 U T [ [l I T ( .rc rn.: 1\.1 ( 1 , f' n \·! ( T ) l ( S K T ') , X ( S ) , ~ , ~ l ; 
F 'l r) ; 
f.f:T EDJT {U'JG~:>Lf<:;T)(Q(\!}); 
(.'ILL 1,~L~··~x: 
W L S f1 \ X : r.> p n c ; 
I~' ~!.FH~!T?t\TJf>\1 nrfl(:FSS GP.IFQAT!\!('. c:nfS STM::T<; H;:-r·r~:/ 
I* Ut;;PJf-:; AS f)t\Ti\ TH': P~PTITfCl".J! TST T'-4 U'·!r,':"l I')T '<'/ 
,~, 6NO ·-qTSTQI"IGS f\f ST 0 I"!r, .,,, 
0 E c L A q E ( •:> ,'\ r P < 2 J , P '· 1 '·' ·-~ v l 9 T T ( \~ } c o r-.: T q s L 1. F: n , 
( F I R ~ T 1 , L fl S T I , F I P .S T J , L .'\ S 1 J l 1 I T ( ~-~ l 
C fJ ~~ T R (1 L L F D , 
n R Cl o r P1 P. H: 1\f'. Y F I X l: f) , 
F l f. ~ ( ( A -.,:: ~~ ) I ? ) o, P J ( ? l r .'\r: '< r: f1 C 0 ~ I T P r_1 L l F ') : 
<t.: I 
S U '"l. S T r~ C P .". T P C 2 ) , I '-~ t1 J nR , 1 ) -= • o 1 A ;-
J:' I~ S T J = S f.l r' S T P C !:? ~ \,' ( J ) , 1 , ·~ l : 
l -\ S T J = S t Fl S T P ( P r1 1-lf ,..J ) , P.t + 1 , ~~ ) ~ 
r r f P CVJL c r= 1 ::- s T l , L "'c; T J, • no 1 o • ;3, 1 
POill.(l_f\.STT,r-Jf{STJ,'r)J.00'R)) ='Oin 
It.~ r. Ot·J H 1T F P. S E C T S ~: I ' 
THcr~ su~~rr~co'\H'ClJ,Jd> =1l'n: 
F l s F s 1_1 l s 1 r.· ( D ~. I p ( l ) ' .J ' 1 ) =I a I p ; 
I r ( B (1 '] l ( J:. T I"' ~. T T t C' T p s T J ' I 0 n 0 l I r~ ) I 
P('IJI.. Clf.STT,l I',STJ,'1000 1 ~)) = 1 ()19 
I* CO'-Pl.F"!=NT INTI=h'SFCTS ~~1 
T H F N s u ~~ s T R ( ~) ., ! p ( ? ) ' J ' l ) = I 1 I ~ ; 
ELS[ SIJ~STP.{DI\fP(?},J,l) ='0"1; 
EMIJ_Ir-.JTF.PSfCT: (~!n~ 
rJSTt\r:T == 10~; rcn~·'P = 18~ 
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OlJTfR: [)0 T I== l n Tn NU'': ·-~t\X; /'!.~ LOOP THO.IJ PHfRS~CTAP.lf:S ~/ 
I r su '?· s T r cr:·L /1 s s r 1 I, r c 0'-1 D J , I , 1 > = 1 t '~ T H f: N 
I F ( B flll. f C L t\ S S C I I , 1 ) , o !\ T f' C 1 ) , ' () 0 1 0 ' t) l I 
B n '1 I_ ( C L f\ S S C I T , ? ) , o A I~ ( 2 l , ' 0 0 l 0 ' ~\ J ) ~-= ' 0 1 P 
THFN Grt TO N~H_l; 
GO TO ~,lFXTt.'.l.F; 
'* '\OD Nr-:H Tr!TFPSECTIH~L~ r:ONTI\INING Pf)~J *I 
N E\~_ l: NEW NLP·~ = :\1 r: \·!t-JtH~ + 1 !1 ~ 
F l i\ r, ( I 1 ) = 0 l q ; F l .'\ G P·l r: vJt.JU ·~ ) = 0 1 1 ; 
C L.t\ S S ( ~! f:: ~.· ~H.IM , ~: ) = C l. 1\ S 5 ( I I , * ) ~ P A I 1"/ ( * } ; 
sues r r c c LA ~ s c T r , I c m~ r > , r , 1 J = ' n • P : 
I* 00 "JFXT n~H= CIJNTl\JNT\f(; THE PO~! CONSTOFDf.:f) *I 
NEXTALF:END OUTFPi 
NlP1 Mt\ X=~!!:= t·mU~·! : 
1* CHfCI<.Tr-..!G FACH 1\GI.\INST Atl PPtVIOUS FOR ~EOlF'JDI\~!CY *I .. ... 
OIJ Nl=\JU'.1'1t.X TO lOS BY -1~;/* CHCC'< FOP. RFOU":Ofl, .. ,r:y ... ; 
JF FLAGP-11) = lOB THF.N c;o TO OECQ; 
Dn Nl = NSTAPT TO Ml-lR; 
lF Fll\r;p.Jl) = 10'3 THEN GO TO I'!CR; 





DECR! F~!f1; f-t.: DFCRr:'AEr-!T 1H '1,~/ 
NF\·JNUM=OR: 
00 II=P~ Tfl f.!l._l',l'-L-\X; I* WUTING \lei·! LT<;T *I 
IF Fli\S(ITJ"=tnn, THH~ (;[l TO END c;~ 
N F Y! ~J 1. 1 ~-~ = ~ r r v "J 1 J' 1 + 1 ~ ; 
f. l. ~ S S C "l r: '· i r-1 l J ,'·~ , :>:: ) = r L '\ 5 S ( I I , >:~ l ; 
EN_D_ ~: F 11 1 n; 
f\; 1.1 ... ,-,~ 1\ X ::.: !\] [ I,.J "; lJ \I : 
P U T E 0 I T ( ' S T ~ rJ 1 , I , ' 1-1 i\ S ' , 111 U "}, ~.~ 6 X , ' I N T F R S r: C l a " U: S ') 
c SK T D' r.,' c: ( 1) 'to.' F ( ~) ' ... ) : 
I r: ( I c () ·.~ D = 1 q l f. ( I < ".J ) 
T H [ N T F S I J !1 c::; T fl { U "' G F P L T S T , I '~ 1\ J !l P , 1 ) = ' 1 ' 8 
THFN no; 
I* P /', T R 1:1 T S E J N T FC~ S c C T ~ .. '3 L E <:, ~ !J R T H f. C 0 1-' P l F ~·1F:: "JT * I 
0 U '"' •,: Y = n ,, l P ( 1 ) ; 
P/\JR(l) = P·~IRCn; 
P .!). T R ( ? } = DU '.1M Y ; 
1 co •w= r r.n'"P + 1 c~; 
NSTAPT=lP.; 
GO TO OUTFR; 
END; 
SUn, S T R ( P fl. I~ { 1 ) , T '·! .~ J n? , 1 ) =- ' l ' 9 ; 
StJRSTP(P·"-IF (2l,T'1!o.J1JR,l) ='1'"\; 
IF I = N-18 THF.N OIJ; 
I =~l; 
l c 0 ~~ p = 0 J q ; 
SURSTPCP~IR(l),N,lll} = 'l'R~ 
SUf1STRf9!IJP(2),N,lR) = '0'~: 
N.ST/IRT=I9; 
GO TO Ot_!TfR; 
END; 
END; I* FNn OF MAJOR L00P *I 
r R [ E ? .1. I R , U"J G F ~ l 1 S T ~ t ~ l • 
PUT E n I T { • r1 ~~.X P' />, L I \JT fl'~ S [ C: T !\ ~ L ~ S' l C <; K J P ( • ) ' . ' 
D 0 J ::.: 1 n T n N U .._~ ~ A X ~ 
PUT FniT(J,' •)(SKin(2},'<(4),c(~),:) TON 1Y C)), 
((SUF'STP((L/,SS(J,t),1T,f5) l)(lTl~-lTI"J N o,y 5)J 
(Sl'qSTPCCL!ISSCJ,?l,Ttt5l 1)(1 I-l 
(X(l},f:!)~ 
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I* nr-TA(J) T~ f rn= H-!TFRSF:C:T/\P.Lf.":<; TH!\T COVF:~ COL 
I :'r C. fl V r ., C ~ ) T!' l f! I r ~ T F '; T H r= ~1 t\ X !'1.'\ L PH F ~~ S r:: C T t\ ~-'\ L f S 
I* ITH (~V~~I~G s~T 
1 * r /1 T ' 1 ( K. l I s v T H T ~.: T f~ o s E r: T t\ P L r: I "l cUR pENT P r-.. TH 
1-.:' ~:u··~(f}V IS -If nr (0\lff.' I!\JI, <;[TS nr: l'~lTr:RSFC:T"P,Lf=S 
,..,, MPi!OV I' ',H"lP·''P" i' n~: l"Hf:P..c:;r:::r.\BL!=.:S RF0'1 
1"".: C P V S T P 1 S .'\ • .. y, q( n F T H F C IJ ~ ? J: tH UJ V C: R 
J ~:I 








At L c c /1 r '.: '·1I 1-..Jr nv c f'. F' l , r H F. x ; 
NO~·I = .\P+1; 
CPVSTP = 1 n' 1; CHr-=f((f'-!OH) ='0'~; 
P~Tli = 0~; 
I "-l 0 X X = 1 9 ; 
P U T F f) I T f ' T H r Jf'JT F R <; f C T A .'1 u: C 0 V E Q. Ii'l G ? P. 0 8 l f '~ ' ) 
(SKIP(?},/Il; 
DO 11 =1 TO tW'1'~;~x: 
Tt-STP(tT) = r:t".SSCII,lliCL~SSCII,?.); 
ernEST~= TESTr'(!ll: 
1 !\l = I t--J 0 ~ :x { c r 1 o ~ s r ~· , • 1 • n 1 : 
D n WI-' I L r ( PI> 0 l : 
f3 F: T A ( I ~1 l = l E T ,\ ( 1 \I l ~· 1 ~ : 
ALrt-..(J;\.J,Pr::rt~.rr~lll ==II; 
SUqSTR{((}!)r.;STP.,T!'J,l.) = '0'::5; 
IN =JNDFX((OD~STR,'1'nJ; 
Ef'.Jn; 
PUT EDIT (TESPUll ))(S:<I 0 ,X{4),~); 
[l'JD; 
on II=l TfJ N; 
1Ft R[Tid 1 I l~lBl &C <;Ur.>,STP {(f1VSTR, ll, 1) ='O'n) 
THEN on; 
I ESSE NT I A L = IE S 5 F: N '7' I A L + 1 P. : 
p t\ T H ( I E S S [ f'IT ! t..l l = f\ t F ,A, ( I 1 , 1 ) : 
S U R S T P ( r; H f !( ( ~-l Oi-l ) , 0 .~ T Y ( T T ) ., 1 l = ' l ' f'\ ; 
PUT EDIT (' F::SSt:"'lTL'\L T;'HCP.St:C:Ti\0LF.:: ' ' 
PATH{IESS~NT1AL)l!SKI~,\,c:(3ll; 
f~'IJ; 
M I ~·J C 0 V :.: l 1 ') 3 ; 




T E S T ~ ( r> .\ T H ( I E 5 S ':- '·l T 1 '\ L l l : 
E !\Jl) ; 
TF rT ~T"T''~ 1F ~ll l'S*/ (. r; I) E <; T ~ = ., C f1 n ~ S T c~ ; I~ _ -~ :- ., , :•,;, 
1 = T F S SF: !\H I !\ L ; ': l ~·~:::NT s ' ) 
P U T E 0 I T ( 1 ~ R '' 'I C H I r-.' •."'; ~ c r; P.! S t1 i= T F P ' ' I ' ' 
( S '< T n , .'\ • r: ( ~ ) ' " ) : 
F')C) ~~ !.. ::> ) : I _;., T + l R : 
IF I )'H~!C0V(ll T~IP·I 1,1) Tl1 ~\-.I~IJP: 
J~t~nEX(C~VS1?,'0'S); 
T ~ J "::' 0 f\ p~ c: ._. !"'Jl T n c r, v ~-: ~~ r.: s ~ !:": ~. T 1 \ L : 
l'·.•nxX(J)::]n~ 
B ~ ;\ '\;f. l-i : p ' T H { t ) -:7 "· L ~ ,, ( j ' T "-lf1 >: '< ( J ) ; ~ 
.. 
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s u f\ s T H c c "r: K ( N n·.~ , , P ,, r H c r l , 1 , = • 1 • ~ : 
Cf'JVSTR,=CfiVSTF ITF:ST~ (0,\Pi( T)); . 
CnVc:!l_FSS~~'TT/IL: TF COVSTP =·CPfJF:')TR. 
THEN 00: 
IF ( t<'1INrnvc l l l 1 c (l'l'l"·IUJV=l:1)f,( I='1T'rcnvc 1 l,, 
T H r: N "J \H ~ r: 0 V = ll3 : 
F.f_c;F f)'1; 
on K = 1 r P 11.:u '·1C nv: 
IF C1-lf.:l<(i'!r1l.·1l = CHF:~<.PU THEN GO TIJ ouo; 
ENf1; 
NU\lCflV = ~!tl:'•lr:'JV+l~: 
f: "'H): 
CHEKC!\JLJi'-'CflV) = CHr~K(NOH): 
( HF K C r·J() ~! ) = ' 0 1 ~ ; 
or. II=l rn T; 
COV[=Q ( : .. J'J'vlC8V 1 I l ) =P t\TH (I I}; 
ENn; 
OUr>: f" P.!COV =I: 
1=[+1~: 
IF NU~cnv = 10 THE~ 00; 
~1rrJcov = MJNcnv-I:1~ 
T :: I-lP.; 
FNO; 
F.:"!O: 
ELSE GO TO FO~WARD; 
BACKUP: I=I-IR; 
lF I = If=SSP·!Tl/\L THE"'! GO TO OUT; 
COVSTP ='O'R; CH[K{NOW) =1 0'1: 
00 11==1 Tn J-1!'?·~ COVSTR=CflVSTRITESTR(P!\THCIIll; 
S U ~ S T r\( r. HE K P~ 0 ~on , o 1\ T H ( I J > , 1 ) = • l' ~ ; f 1\Jf) : 
J = JNnFX{C~VSTQ~'O'~); 
INOXX(J)=TNOXX(Jl+l~; 
If I~DXY{J} > ~t:TA(J) THFN GO TO R4C~UD; 
GD TO SD.l\~·J( H; 
OUT: If f'!U'·1C:nV =1010"' THEN ~I"1CfiV=~1INU1V-f·l~: 
PUT FDIT ( 1 ~-1PJT'-1l1\' C:ll\f!:P. J<; 1 ,'·"lNCnVCll, 
' T ~,, T F R. s r: c T ·\ n L r:: s • l < s ·< T P < ? ) , ~ , c: ( ::: > , " l : 
F I •,JI : T r: N u ~-v: n v = 1 n 1. I) r·. 
TH[t-1 PUT t::.O!T { • r,~.1LY 1.0 U"lT·lUr: :\SStr;··r~r::·nc; ', 
IDRC:SE~VEO.')(S~IP(£),~,~): 
rt.Sf PUT ~G!T p~u·.•cnv,' LJ"lT"'IIr: ASSTG~!'-,~"HCSJ ') 
( c; K I o { t.. ) , v ( ? ) , 1= ( ;> l , ~ l : 
AR = M!N(~U~C0V,~"); 
All. !lC /, T [ C !l Dr:: Cf, R, 'H ~1ClV ( l l , ? l ; 
DO TI-=1 Tfl -'"; 
P liT E n T T c • ~-l r "! 1 '·! ·\ l co v r:_ ~ • , I t > c s K I P c 2 l , x < r, l , " , r: c ?. l l ; 
!)n JJ: l TrJ ~1J ~:C'JV ( ll: 
Cf.lf>EC TT,JJ, 11='·1•9: r:nf)~(Tf,JJ~::>):-.C0aECIT,JJ,l1: 
PUT ED l T ( C f'V ~:q ( t T , J J ) ) ( S ''I 0 ,-'< C S l , ~ C 5 l l : 
nn K3 == 1:-1~ 1r"': 
Cfl')EST1. -=C.t 1\~ SC cnvcg (IT ,J.J), '<1); 
I N -= 1 l'n;:: v r r: r r. r: '; r o , • 1 • ., 1 : 
f) :1 1-l H ' u::: ( 1-' I ') c ) ~ 
GO TO ~~~EC 1~FCK1); 
.. 
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f~AKE=COOI:f1 ): COQF( II,JJ, 1 )== 
f. 0 DE I 1 T , ,J J , 1 l I <; uo S T ~ ( q ,l ~~ ( PJ) , 1 , ·~ l : 
C 0 f) F ( IT , ,1.1 , ? ) == 
UJ D F ( T I , J .J , ? l F. S tF3 S T ;'?. ( Q 0 ~·: ( l".Jl , M + l , ~-1) ; 
GfJ TfJ "'OPF; 




R 0 0 L ( Ul ~1 t ( I I , J J , ?. l , S IJ 9 5 rr~ ( ?- 0 '··I ( I N ) , 1 , \A l , 
1 0010 1 Pli 
f-1 (1 R f. : SUP, 5 T R ( C 0 '1 [ S T!=? , H J , 1 } = 1 () ' ~ : 
~"·' = HJ C)'= x 1 c no E <; T R , • 1 • ~ 1 ; 
END; 
El\!0; 
PUT E D IT I C f1 0 F ( I I , J J , 1 ) , r: r f"l E ( T I , ,J J , 2 l ) ( X ( 5 ) , n , X { 1 ) , "' ) : 
F. No \.I!L srnv; 
E !\!') \-! l S 1'U1. X: 
E \\l'J v o, X !.'·1 t' L ; 
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APPENDIX 2 
A listing of the alternate program described in section III 
of this paper follows. This program is written for an IBM 360/40 
con1puter and ran under the PL/1 (F level) compiler (Version 2, 
Release 11). 
60 
R [ f): J C :? : !' r. '1 C ~ I) II ~ F n P T I n i' l S ( !HI! \J ) ; I * S C H Cl F F F != L * I 
Pf:r.LfiPE HE/\n f.Ht\P ( f'(l) CfJ"\TR'lLLEn, . ,_ 
R nh' f-.!Q r: H t1 p (.rl ) .. : 
(PrWN~X,PlNn) Bf~Aqy FIX~n, 
U l P [ ( ;;:, , 1.: , :~~ ) r~ T 1 ( P 0 Y.J ·~ ,-\ X ) C 0 \! T P [) l L E n , 
r~o It!CDVf ::: l P·P!I\f?Y FI XFO CClfi/TRnLU?Q, 
~P. nrCJ'I.',l_ f=IXFD (ti,l) INITIAL (10.0), 
c :~ n n u i x , '· t-. s K 1 r o r r-m , P n :.p, ,, x l e I ~-J A q v 
fll l «J C t, ~ F ~! F '\ r! : 
FIX~f){l) CO~TROLLE0; 
(;ET FI1TT (IIEIJ.,l)(/I(POll; PUT EOIT CHF~OlCX(?),.~); 
f'?rF IF::~D: 
~ !:' T f:fl ] T ( ~? (H 1 1 -~.A X , P 1 ~~r~ , fl n\-1 ·'! n I ( F ( l 0 ) , F ( 1 0 ) , X ( 52 l , A ( R ) } ; 
J'.L L 0 C .\ T F P, [) n 1. '·' '< , ~~ J\ S K : 
PUT Er:lllC' THe FOLL'J',.:TW; P~F~TITIC\IS GE'!f;RI\TFO: ') ( s I< I p { L, ) ' 1\ ) ; 
[l 0 I =- l T P P H-.1 1 : 
G ~ T f D ! T ( C 8 (' 0 L ~o( ( I , J ) n 0 J = 1 T rJ P 0 W1 A X ) , 
(,\j/1 S'<CI,J) on J=l Trl ROiJ\~hX)l(F(l)) 
( P(lW•I[)) (X ( 72-2*~1J:·r1llX), 1\ ( 8)): 
PUT ffJIT (R()\>:'-'''l)(SV:JP,X("i),~) 
F ~!0; 
((Jnrnwx{!,J),'·lf,S'<CI,Jl DIJ J=l TO Q.fl!..J'·lt.~J) 








DECL~R[ (TFST(4),PULE{4)) L~BEL, 
1', ( *) 
rq T ) 
(f J ) 
f)( T ) 
c: ( ~ ) 
.. 
fd?~=r.m·J'-!t\X) RINAR.Y r:i'<EO (t) CO\JTPOU F:f1, 
( B, C) ( P J t-J IJ l R I T { U C CI''!T ~01. l E 0, 
(O,F) (PINOJ RINARY FIXFO (7) CONTRnLLFO, 
AS~T{RO~MAX) 9!T Cl) CONTROLL~O, 
HnLO(RQW,lAX) RI~u,pv FIXF.D (1) CONTRC1LLFD, 
CCHOICE(l5),HONES,#~~ROS,CnLTEST) 
RI"JAPY FT~ED, 
KOU~T(5) RI~4DV FIXC0, 
( I T f R :\ T T n t-.! , f'l T C () V , "111 '-1 , '·1 U L T l \J I Y '. , l! C H 0 I C F S ) 
BI~ll\PY t:p::u: If\IITIA.L (!) 0 ): 
I s T ~I '.: s l f? T !\J G ° F I :'4 G G PJ c: ~ !\ T ~!) 
IS 1 l 1 R T~ 1lW J TS STILL 00~ 1 T C~ 0 E 
JS 1 l•r> TF P0\·J I rlilfS~''T '-IT T"l 
rn\n.'ln·'S T.\'l.t c: tJHFPF PfF·t t IS cnvE-!:1FD 
C q r--1 T t, I ~J S T ~- '=\ L [ ~-: H r- R ~ R n! ~ J W A S C 0 \' P L t= ~.n:: rn F ') 
1\ l t nc t-. T f: A., ~ ~ r, r), c::, .~ s C:T, Ht:L '), '1 r 'Jr 0" < .:\:1) : 
a I_ l i~ C-\ T ;:- (. [) D f t 1\ r:? , \; ~. X ( l l 1 ~ , P PJG 11 1 ~ ) , 1 c~rq : 
K=-t""l; L::-c}~': /-lf.~:* Tr:i'Af'(lP,QY -t.:*-~'-!.'1 
K ou~-;T = l 11 l ~ ~ C WH r: F = OR: I K = P~: 
r= •o•1; r.= '0'f1: n= 1111~: E= oq; 
N~J·~cnv = lS; \rnru' =n'l: 
N F !-1 _ T !\ " l F : ' T f ~ 1\ T T C' !\1 == 1 r := ~· t1 ,- r ~l '•J + 1 , : 
fl:tTr::sr=rn: 1';;~:·:: n:~_·or'C'-\!'Y ;':O::t.'/ 






C 1\ l.l_ f fll'~lT 0 l PJU ~~ l ; 
Gfl TC TEST(K): 
T [ s T ( l J : I F { -tJ n ~.! F c: -t I! 7 F. n o s J '> c n·L T F c; T 
TH':~.J f~·l: COLTr-:ST=I'n~-lF:S+~'7FQJ1S; 11\JI)=J; 
T F If Cl ~! r-: S > 11 Z r: !=' q ~ 
TH£:t·l C:\ll SfT(lO.); ELSE Ct\LL S£T(0Rl; 
PF>: 
en 
1 FS T ( ? l : 
TO J:Nn_tnr""J~: 
r:o rn E'-!f1_t.nm~: 
r;o T n E t·ln_ U:J ny ·; 
t,[) rn F.Nn_tf"l(lK; 




C OU\JT rn : DROI.F[HJPF (f,Pf,): 
OFCL~~F APG ~~~t\RY FlXFD; 
:£L P "' E S == 0 '.' ; tt 7 p·~ 1J S == 0 R : 
l)f'l 1=1 T(l pp~n: 1*-*t.• CCHINT CI'S,J 1 S -t.:**l 
lF /I.PG=l THeN IF Ffll'>=ITE~~TJON 
TH~N C!lt CO~PRnW; 
T F c f r ( T 1 =' 1 • n l 1 c r c J. J ·=' 1 1 8 l 1 c r> c I 1 <I rr R A r I mr l 1 
THFN G~ rn·r~n_COL: 
TF qonLMX(J,JJ= 1 THFM ~O~ES=~O~fS+lA: 
ELSF JF MA5KCI,Jl= 0 TYEN #ZEROS=N!EROS+l~; 
p,m_r.ot_: E~O: 
Ntr.10IFF = #Or,!FS-H7EF:'1S; 
If- ARC = lR THEr,, t\RG = ~.PG+lB; 
F.NO COUNTOl; 
SET: PRGCEOUPF(Yl: OECLAPF X ~lNARY FlXEn (1): 
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fdl"-!Pl=X; ~(1NO+ROH'1.aXl=Y: FND S~T; 
00 I:l 10 PJ~n; I*** SET COL ~NQ R(DONT CAq~Sl***l 
If D(l)<lTfPATlnN THEN Gn TO END_SET; 
1 F BO O.U·1 X ( I , T "li) ) = ~-1l· S !< ( I , I "111 ) 
THEN IF A(l~9)~=~rOL~X(I,INO) 
THEN C -\L l (Q;',PPO!·!~ ELSE; 
FtS( O.{!) = 'l 'R; 
C 0 ~~ P ~ Ql,·~ : ::l R (J C ; 
E ( I ) = T T f- P A T ! 0 'I : 
DO M=l TO PQWMA~: 
IF ROnL;~xcr,~q=on. T~P·J :-tOL0('1l=l~; Fl~f: 
IF t'1!\SI({1,'·1J=01 T~f:=1'1 RClnU-~X{I,~)=lO.; 
'• 
FLSF Rn~L~X(J,V)~Cq; 
t4AS:<f T,~·~)=HC:lf'l('-1}: F!'·Jf): EN') CO'-~PRO~I~ 
A S r: T = ' •1 1 ~ : !J. S F: T ( ! i''l) } -= ' 1 1 t1 ; 
Qn N=2 T(1 PJWY~X: 
C0LTEST=03; /*~~T~~oCQ\PY***f 
MI:--JPUT=I)J!\;n; 
08 J=l Tn RGW~4~: I*** GE~EQATIN~ A COVE~ ** 0 1 
IF ~SET(J)='l'~ rtlr= .. J G!l TO P·JJ_<;C~I'l: 
C 1\ t l C n I J "l T 0 1 ( 0 ~ ) : 
t-n TO RtJLC(L}: 
R.Ulf=(l. ): IF ·\:'l.~fT''U""f)lFF) '> Cf'lLT~ST 
TH!:"-' l)fJ; (.flJ_TC::ST = A,)S("'J!J'.II)!FFl~ 
P.! n = J: ! r r-.:u\•") I q: '> o '\ 
THE :'-f r h Ll S f : ( 1 q l : 
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ELSE CALL S~T(0B)~ 
Fl~F IF (QLTF~T = OP 
THFN IF ~~N~S < MtNOUT 
THf:=T-! 00~ '·1! "ICJUT = #O~~ES; 
trm = J: 
TF .PQNC:S = OR 
THEN D!J: 
A ( I "'' D ) -= ' 0 ' R ; 
ACIND+R~W~~Xl ='1'~; 
P·m; 
GO TO f:Nf) _s C" ~"; 
PULf:C?l: 
RULt:("1): 
RU L r { "~ ) : 
Gn. TO E~i 0_ SC:I\"l: 
GO TO FN9_5CA~!; 
T'J Fl'-!0_ SC ,V!; 
END_ sr.V.t: P'P; 
I F ( C 0 l T f. S T = 0 f\ ) & { \l I "F1 U T > 0 q } 




Nu·-~ = or; 
CAll SfT( :1P,); 
E l S F: 0 IJ ; ~-1 U l T t !\! U :-.1 ~ Y: U L T I t-l U *·1- l q ; 
1\SFT( Jr-.lf))='l'C:.; 
on 1=1 TO PP'O; 
J F - MU l T li"J Ui·~ = 0 R T H F N C AlL SET ( 1 ~ l : 
ELSE IF KOUNT(TK) < #C~~ICES 
THEN C~LL Sr:T ( lR l: 
ELSE Chll SFT(O~); 
ENf); 
T F ( D ( T) <IT fP. !\T t r!1'i) I (f. { I ) =' l' ~) 
TH~:N Gfl TfJ F;tlf"l_lfJ(JO; 
IF ~iJC!l·'~X( I, f:'-l!:l-.='lt\~'<{ T, !"if)) THF:N h0 TO FNf1_Lr•)D: 
flSE !18: Ir :\(l"'H1)==~r11il~-l:"<CI,Pr1l TH!=.:'J ;q!)='O'P.: 
Fl. SF 1 '- !'l C T ) = ' ') ' J T H': ~~ C { I ) = ' l ' ~ ; 
El~~ no: ~fiJ =·o·~: 
C All ( 0 ,v oR ll ;: : ~~I f) : 
ENO: 
r: rn E < ~~! r' r.11 v , r T r.: o ·\ T I n ~-! , 1 > :: • 1 ' ~ ; 
C'1DE ( 1\: 1.J'1 (0'1, T TF ~ :'\ T! n!'!, ~) =-.C '1J!= ( :'PJ'·1COV, l rr.:Q f\ Tl Q".l, l l: 
On J=l rn POH~~Y; 
J F A ( J) = 1. '"\ 
T H f: N S lJ r'\ c; T P ( C IJ fl t: ( ~~~.J'~ C r'} V , f T E R ~ T I ry~ , 1 l , J , 1 ) = ' l ' 1 : 
F: L sf: r r ~ c J + ~ n •r.•f1 x l = "'~ . 
T H r: N S l.' ~ S T R ( f rH) E ( ~- ~ U •.• C !l V , T T C: R ~. T I fl 'l , 2 ) • J , 1 ) -= ' 0 ' -, : 
r:.r-.rn: 
00 [=1 TO PI'-'fJ: 
TF 0( l'<TT[Q~TU"!'' 
THEN nn: ntr~v~orc~v+t~: ~8 TO ~n_o~: ~~~: 
(1(1) = llllf': 
TF C(ll='l'F\ 
FLSE nr1; 
r "' o ; 
GO_O"J: P'D; 
T H!- N f'lf) : "' ( l l = f f) I B ; c ( I ) :::: t 0 f !1 : 
D { I ) = l T F q ,., T 1 q~.J: 
PIC.OV = PICnV+l~: 
IF IT~ 0 f\Tlfl\l.:::Ei THF!\1 r.n TD F:NO 2: 
IF PI CIJV< 9 I ~m T w: T< r:.n T!J NF t~- TM~l E ~ 
"' I ~u~ () v ( ~.! l 1"1 r n v ) = t T Fr.' fl. T I (J ~J ; 
t:'F~r:: Ofl K(l~·Jt:=l Tfl ~.J!)\~COV-IH; 
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TF :\1P'l(r1V(i''I.F 1 l.!1V)-..='1TNCr:lV(KI""J~.IFl THFN G'J TO ENO_fl:'-Jf:; 
T\r/11: nn KTW)= l TfJ •.q'.!IOV P.IU'1Cf!V); 
no KTHqFF=l TO MTNCOVCKDNr); 
l F ( C n f) f.:: ( ··~ U ~~ r nv , ~ T \-10, l ) = C CD f ( K 0 ~~ F , K T H P ~F. , 1 ) ) ~ 
( CQ!)F C 'H.I'~f.(JV, !< THI-,,?) =( nf)E ( K0:\1t:, KTHREE, ~)) 
THUl r,n T 0 F."!n_ T~·'Q: 
f:I'H); 
GO Tf'! Ef\lD_O!\lr:; 
ENn_rwn: ~ND TWn; 
~Cl TO I)UP; 
cNO_!JNE: END n~.J.C:; 
G 0 T 0 ;\J :v,p F 0 ; 
0 U P : D U T E 0 I T C ' !<. D LH' L I C "' T F AS c;; I S ~lr"' C ~n G E N F R. 1\ T E f) , ' , 
' f)RQPr>EIJ 1 ) ( l\, t\) ; 
NIJUP = NI'JUP +tq; 
1~ NOUP = 110~ TH~N GO TO END_?; 
NU~COV = NU~COV-1B; GO TO ~O~E; 
NO~RED: our E91T ( 1 ASSISNM~NT •,NU~COV,' HAS •, 
ITFR~TION 7 1 V!\P..Ifi.RLFS: 1 }(SI(tr>(3),~,r.(?),~,Ff~),t\); 
00 N =1 TIJ ITER!\TifJ"l; 
PUT EniT ( 1 1 }(SKJD(?),C0l(l4),·\J 
( ( C iJ D 1: ( N U ~.! C 0 V , "~ , \') ') 0 ~ = l , ? } l ( X ( l ) , ~ l ; 
FNO: 
t·10PE: If: ~!U"l'>OFt THnl flO; :ll(Hf:liC~S-=HCHnH::F~-lr): 
TF ~CHniCES: KOU~T(lK} 
. Tf-1['\! ilCHGIC:ES = iJCHOJr.F.S-1!1.: 
E~!O: 
I~ #CH~ICES>OR THFN on: 
tJULTJI\IIJ'•! = lP: 1\!IP·l = lR: 
RFCHJ:CK: TF ( 1:CHO!C~S-t·~ULTI\!1_r.:)>'1P 
T H p.J T F C ._1 0 t C !=: ( .~ .• ~"". H 8 I C f: S ) = C H'l I C F ( P. C Hfl I ( E S- '~ 'Jl T ! '!il'.') 
THCf'J !):J: ~1LJLTINU'·l='.l!.JLTI'!tJ'-'+lf'\: 
G 'J T ['I ~ F C H ~ r. K ; E "If) ; 
IF CH0J([(!~HrTC~~)=CH1ICF(HC40ICE~+lQ) 
THEt·: DO; IF '<'1U"JTCI:<J>HC'-lOJf:F:.S 
THEN KCU\JT(IK)==-='!C:H'1l:.t=s: 




r<!' l'·~Cr V = ~·IU'·!C nv ~ 1 r.: 
IF NU~Cnv > 1010~ T~~~ nn: 
PUT t=lJTT (' ·.H"')C.f T~M; 10 U"Jt')tJl= .'\C:.SlS'!'.lfi\IT~ 1 t 
•·GF.NER.t\Tf!J. f.l~ILY LO .'l~F pq~s;::~y~o.•l (~'<!!'('..),~,~~: 
~o rn P.!O ? : n1n: 
on J=l rn lTr-Pt\TiflN; 
r:nn[ ( ~!u:-.•r.rJV 1 T , ;": > = CCl!)F ( l'!lJ'.~cnv-1"', I , >:< J ; 
p.fl): 
G 0 T 0 N Ft,l_T h R L E : 
E Nn ": ~NO \.-11. 5 r.r-?; 
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